The Battle of Tenaru AAR by Roger Burley
It was an auspicious evening as the marine platoon departed their assembly area to set up a
forward listening post on the shore of the Ilue River. With them were 2x 37mm cannons with a
handful of canister rounds (known by the marines as bush-whackers) and their crews. Everyone
lent a hand pulling the small cannons through the rows of the coconut plantation. The listeningpost was between the coconut processing plant up river and the beach.

Game board

The forward elements reported the best placement was closer to the beach near the last bend in
the river before it emptied into the ocean. Further up the river were a bunch of crocodiles near
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the processing plant earning it the name of Alligator Creek. The platoon reached the creek and
started digging foxholes in the sandy soil. One squad went further inland to screen the main
force from any Japanese that managed to cross the river between the plant and crocs and the
platoon defensive positions at the bend. The 2 ATGs set up on the right and left side of the small
position. The platoon leader hardly had to raise his voice to be heard by the platoon(-) and
ATGs from the center only had to take two steps to reach the M1917 machine gun position. The
ATG crews were looking for the best position to see down the coconut rows on the opposite
bank.

Japanese platoons 1–3 move to contact.

As the moon was rising in the east around midnight, a lone figure stumbled out of the trees,
plunged into the river at a run, waded across and out to collapse just in front of the machine gun
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position. He was dressed in ragged pants, like many of the plantation workers the marines had
encountered near the airfield. The platoon leader and a couple of his team rushed out to grab
him and pull him into the deep shadows of the trees behind their position. Before collapsing, he
mumbled that the Japanese were right behind him. At the same time one of the ATG crews
noticed some movement crossing the lane between two rows of trees that he was watching. The
squad on the left flank (nearest the beach) saw several men highlighted against the surf at the
edge of the trees.

Marines establish fire zones prior to identifying enemy troops
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The platoon leader passed the word for everyone to get ready for an attack. The ATG crews
could only hunker down behind their guns, as they had not yet started to dig positions for them.
The lone squad to the south continued to dig in and kept watch up and across the river, where the
jungle met the coconut tree rows. This squad was fortunate that they had set up near a small
debris pile that allowed lots of logs and branches to improve and camouflage their position.
After learning of the loss of most of his deep scouts, Col Ichiki grabbed the reinforced battalion
that had just arrived at his forward HQ near the Tenaru construction camp and rushed forward
through the coconut plantation towards the Ilue River, hoping to regain the surprise. The lead
company moved through the coconut plantation along the beach, and one platoon (the 4th) was
sent slightly further inland to the north of a strip of jungle through another coconut grove, but
this one had an open strip/road next to the jungle strip between the two groves. The 1st platoon
on the right flank (nearest the beach) reported they could see the river running into the ocean and
slipped back into the trees. Several squads were double timing down the lanes towards the river.
1st, 2nd and 3rd platoons were in a ragged line centered on Company HQ and 2 x Type 89 (knee
mortar) teams. 3rd platoon’s left most squad was hugging the jungle to the north and the
northernmost line of coconut trees. The command was interested in getting to the river quickly
and across to establish positions in the jungle beyond the river and await Col Ichiki and the rest
of the battalion and heavy weapons.
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U.S. players survey the battlefield

The marines loaded canister and hoped the 6 rounds per ATG would be enough. The platoon
leader kept one man detailed to listen for the Stuart tanks he was promised when he left the line
of departure. The lone platoon to the north on the right flank kept improving their position and
wished they hadn’t set up so far right, but they needed to see into the next coconut grove to
protect their flank. Suddenly, a figure appeared carrying a long rifle, where the jungle ended and
a slight open area existed along the river.
Several more groups of shadows were noted across the bend in the river. The marine squad
leader noted that there were a lot more Japanese out there than just a probing set of scouts. He
passed the word to continue to report and track the enemy. Hold fire until he fired a flare to
“turn the light on the cockroaches.” Keeping track of the approaching enemy was difficult as
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they moved between the trees in deep shadows and the patches of dim light produced by the
rising quarter moon.
Unbeknownst to the Japanese
captain, most of his forces were
spotted, including his 2 mortar
teams, who had been looking
for good visibility avenues for
their weapons. The 4th platoon
came to the end of the jungle
strip where it met the river and
started looking across the river
for a good assembly point on
the other side that could anchor
the left flank of the company on
the other side. That pile of
debris just across the river
looked like a great place to
start, it seemed to have lots of logs to reinforce dug in positions thought the platoon leader. Then
a flare burst in the sky over the east side of the river, over where he thought the company should
be.
The marine platoon commander had judged his flare perfectly, it burst over the Japanese captain,
the 2 mortar teams, and the 2nd and 3rd platoons were all caught in the burst. 2nd Platoon had
several squads, though illuminated were also shadowed by the rows of coconut trees and leaves
between them and the flare. 1st platoon was just breaking out of the grove and headed towards
the riverbank when the flare went off. The captain and mortar teams had stopped and were
observing the far side of the river when night turned to day directly above them. The far bank
remained in darkness hiding the marine positions and the northern squad in the debris pile was
outside the flare range like the 4th Japanese platoon.
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Japanese platoon 4 stops at the river

The 4th platoon moved out of the trees and moved directly towards the debris pile, thinking the
flare was the signal to attack across the river. The marine squad opened up suppressing first one
then another Japanese squad for 3 to 6 Aps. Previously spotted 3rd platoon squads were attacked
by canister (2rds), machine gun, and squad rifle fire and took significant casualties. The canister
(2rds) and rifle fire at 2nd platoon was less effective with few casualties and good morale (even
the Green squads passed). The knee mortars returned fire on one of the ATGs and got only one
hit in the first volley of (15 grenades -- 3 grenades x (TQR of 2 & 3). The entire marine line was
spotted, except for the platoon commander’s position behind the machine gun pit. Where were
those tanks?
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As the flare was burning low on the next AP, 3rd platoon had lost half their platoon, 2nd platoon
continued to move forward towards the river and 1st platoon pressed toward the river. 4th platoon
in the north half were suppressed on the near riverbank and half were firing at the debris pile
now identified as a heavily entrenched enemy position. The 2 knee mortars fired another volley,
6 at the previously hit ATG and 9 at the other ATG. The 6 grenades again scored one hit,
knocking it out, but not before firing at 3rd platoon taking out two squads. The 9 grenades fired
at the other ATG missed.
With the marines heavy weapon positions identified and one of which temporarily out of action.
Hearing firing on his left flank where the 4th platoon should be located, the Japanese commander
realized that the flanking maneuver he had planned was not going to succeed. His only recourse
was to charge the positions across the river and to overwhelm them which would require a
motivated attack!

Banzai!

The 4th platoon was out of range of the Captain’s orders, with half of the platoon suppressed on
the river bank and the rest engaged with the lone marine squad in the debris pile. The 1st platoon
commander and one squad were down the bank out of range of the Captain’s Banzai command
and returning fire at the nearest marine squad, which was closest to the beach. After losing 2
squads, the remaining squad of 3rd platoon made its morale check, but the platoon commander
did not; he continued to advance toward the river and the silenced ATG beyond. All of 2nd
platoon responded to the command with enthusiasm. All the Banzai platoons and squads made
for the remaining ATG. The unsuppressed mortar continued to attack the remaining ATG with 9
more grenades to no apparent effect.
As the Banzai cry arose from the far bank, every weapon that could fire was pointed at the
Japanese soldiers emerging from the coconut trees and advancing at a run toward the river. The
remaining ATG fired its last 2 canister rounds and prepared to go hand to hand with the
advancing soldiers. The machine gun in conjunction with the canister rounds decimated the 2nd
platoon between the trees and the river bank. The platoon all fired at the machine gun to
suppress it long enough to get across the river to no effect. The suppressed mortar recovered and
was preparing to resume firing and the other mortar dropped 9 more grenades on the machine
gun position, 1 hit causing some casualties.
At the end of the AP and game for the Japanese, 1st platoon managed to get 1 squad (a Green
Squad at ½ strength with 1 unwounded soldier) across the river and up the far bank, with the
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platoon commander in the middle of crossing. 4th platoon managed to get 1 squad across the
river and preparing to charge the debris pile, the platoon leader like the 1st platoon leader was in
the river, and his other 2 squads trying to rally behind him on the river bank. 3rd platoon made it
to the river bank with 1 Banzai squad and the platoon commander. 2nd platoon was wiped out,
except for the commander. The Captain and the 2 mortars had expended half of their grenades,
but only because 1 mortar was suppressed for 2 APs. All the platoon leaders survived, several
suppressed squads, but the company was essentially wiped out.
For the Marine platoon, the two ATGs were out of action 1 out of ammo and 1 damaged and
crew dead. The machine gun was reduced to about ½ strength and the 3 squads had taken some
casualties. The Stuart tanks were delayed and would arrive 2 APs later.

The Japanese attack stalls at the river bank
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Platoon 4 flounders against stiff Marine resistance
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The players issue orders.
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Japanese battle plan
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